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CCRTA Celebrates Bus Operators and Staff on Transit Driver Appreciation Day (TDAD)

CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas – The Corpus Christi Regional Transportation Authority (CCRTA) recognizes all Bus Operators and support staff today, March 18th, in honor of Transit Driver Appreciation Day (TDAD).

“The Board of Directors and CCRTA leadership are grateful to all Bus Operators and employees for the dedication they’ve shown in providing essential transportation during this pandemic,” said Jorge G. Cruz-Aedo, CCRTA Chief Executive Officer.

Community members and bus riders can participate in TDAD by telling their Bus Operator “thank you” or by sharing feedback or stories of their favorite Bus Operator at ccrta.org/tdad.

CCRTA is one of many national public transportation organizations celebrating TDAD, which is an annual event that began in 2009 and is celebrated every March 18th.

For more than 35 years, CCRTA has provided public transportation to the Coastal Bend community.

Media inquiries please contact: Rita Patrick, Director of Marketing, 361.500.2905, or rpatrick@ccrta.org.
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